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in knowing me knowing god malcolm goldsmith provides an easy to follow introduction to the myers briggs type indicator as it pertains to the spiritual life the heart of this book is a spirituality questionnaire and its interpretation in connection to spirituality the intent of the book is to explore ways in which persons might best open their hearts and minds to god knowing me knowing god is a valuable resource for retreat leaders worship committee members spiritual directors prayer group members and others who are looking for material that help them focus on the needs of their community the spirituality questionnaire is designed for personal completion as an integral part of the total book it can however be used in small groups to stimulate discussion p somewhere between jesus loves me and high school cynicism the childlike acceptance of pat answers about faith is lost often forever but while many parents find this transitional period daunting they don t want their kids to leave the christian faith just because they didn t get good answers to how prayer works or whether dinosaurs were on noah s ark p p i honest answers i is a discussion book to help parents tackle the god questions that make them sweat this isn t the place to come for pat answers that will make their kids nod smile and disconnect janelle alberts and ingrid faro know that when tweens start asking questions they re already old enough to understand the answers they re determined to equip parents with the language theology permission and confidence to join in the discussion and to learn how to offer deeply doctrinal answers in 140 characters or less p the tween years present an incredible opportunity to build trust with kids and to keep them coming back to their parents for answers rather than finding other sources with the tools and conversational tips here mom and dad can engage in a hopeful conversation and help their children build a christian faith to hold them steady their whole lives p jesus was quite clear that we must lose our life before we find it this book gives a hopeful and realistic look at what losing our life entails articulating how growth in the christian life is not our ascent to god but the process by which our eyes are opened to the beauty god has already given to us it is a book about descending into god and into our own inner depths about the deep waters of the christian faith put out into the deep and let your nets down for a catch luke 5 4 we live in a world that values productivity and success and we vainly imagine that god expects us to be spiritually productive and successful too it doesn t matter how much we talk about grace our conversation is often narrowly focused on what we need to do for god so much so that we often block the work god longs to do in us this book does not articulate god s work as a process by which we become spiritually strong but rather as the process by which we embrace our weakness as the place where we most fully experience god s perfect strength 2 corinthians 12 9 each chapter in this workbook by trevor hudson is peppered with holy experiments simple practices that bring us into god s presence and help us experience life as his beloved at the end of each chapter is a set of questions which are ideal for discussion with one or two spiritual friends or a small group this practical and winsome book covers topics such as hearing and speaking with god growing in spiritual friendship practicing stewardship of our work and play learning discernment approaching our death and the world beyond living now in the kingdom of god wherever you may find yourself along the way a real and vital spirituality awaits you in these pages sinclair ferguson answers this question by showing how gods will is shaped by his ultimate purposes for us it is made known to us through his word at times discovering gods will demands careful thought it may require patience it always demands a right attitude to god himself why is christ called the son of god discover an answer so simple you
ll wonder why you never saw it before and so beautiful it ll take your breath away
what does the bible mean when it calls jesus the son of god oh no is this gonna be
one those boring hairsplitting theological exercises actually no in fact if you will
take this little journey with me to its end i assure you the rewards will be rich
you may even find yourself deeply moved by the beauty of god s character and
awestruck by the utter genius of the biblical narrative even if you find the above
question boring at first glance i promise you our time together will not be boring
in the least salvation is the first step in a person s spiritual journey but it is
just that the first step a person must not stop there it is the intent of god to see
all his children grow into spiritual maturity the process of moving from spiritual
infancy to maturity occurs by taking one step after another in the direction of god
this journey toward maturity is what the author means by the term spiritual
formation it is important for christians to have a guide to help them navigate the
path leading to maturity dr hayes clears a path for spiritual sojourners to travel
and provides assistance to those who are willing to take the journey not everyone is
at the same place in this expedition some people who read this book will be at the
very beginning of the journey some will be a little way down the path not everything
in this book will be new to the more mature christian but they will make new
discoveries if they pay attention to their guide jesus promised christians can live
in spiritual abundance this can be achieved if the believer will put one foot in
front of the other taking steps toward god will help readers to walk in the right
direction popular radio host shows women how to embrace god s unique call for their
life listeners to susie larson s radio show and women she meets at events across the
country tell her the same thing i want to do something meaningful for god but i don t
know what to do or how drawing on her own hard earned experiences larson shows
readers how to overcome insecurities busyness and other obstacles in order to focus
their gifts and passions on their unique god assignment with biblical insights and
inspiring stories from a variety of women this action oriented guide will speak to
every woman who has felt a nudge from god from the visionary who wants to end
poverty to the empty nest mom who feels called to help the young single mother next
door here is a storehouse of practical help for believers who dare to look honestly
at themselves and to do what it takes to attain the deepest desire of every sincere
catholic union with god himself dom hubert van zeller wrote these pages to help
modern souls who are striving for holiness to spot dangerous distractions and stay
on the path to true knowledge of themselves and of god how to thrive after your kids
leave home it s happening you weren t always sure you d get here but the kids grew
up and are surviving more or less successfully but what now if you re like most moms
you re caught between grief and delight and full of questions loose ends hopes and
regrets empty nesting can be a disorienting time but it can also be the best time of
your life jill savage an empty nest veteran offers you wisdom for the murky waters
ahead teaching you what you need to let go of and hold on to encouragement for when
you re feeling confused and discouraged full of stories and new insights you ll find
your spirits lifted and hope renewed ideas for when you don t know what s next jill
offers loads of practical ideas for coping and thriving in this encore season young
adults often encounter mixed messages about vocation from their families friends and
churches on the one hand they are encouraged to look at their gifts and passions to
discern their particular calling on the other hand they are told that god may ask
something of them that they don t want to do or aren t prepared for the
 discontinuity between these messages has led to frustration for many seeking to ease
that frustration with this book doug koskela carefully distinguishes between
missional calling direct calling and general calling koskela clarifies the
relationship between gifts passions and vocation even as he offers practical
guidance for the process of vocational discernment this is a book for those who want
to use their time energy and abilities faithfully as they move with purpose toward
the future watch a 2015 interview here usa today and wall street journal best seller
no matter your age or current circumstances god wants you to move
bestselling author Dr. David Jeremiah in a masterclass on how to live fearlessly and discover that it's never too late to find your purpose. Beloved Bible teacher and bestselling author Dr. David Jeremiah reveals ways for people of any age to live a life that's meaningful and find the presence and purpose of God in your future. In forward strong, Bible teaching coupled with incredible real-life stories of people moving forward to a better future will give you practical biblical insight into the what's next in your life. Learn how God wants to expand your dreams, give you divine direction, equipping you with tools to overcome fear, grant you great personal accomplishment, find a mission that will outlive your life. Don't get stuck in your past failures or sins or allow present circumstances to keep you from fulfilling God's purpose for your life. Let forward be the step by step plan of action you've needed to move past where you are to where you want to be. Find joy in pursing the next steps God has for you and move forward. Women's lives are more hectic today than ever before. The demands of child rearing, work, ministry, and marriage can drain women of energy and enthusiasm. What they need is order. They need a plan for prioritizing what's important and sticking to it. Lysa TerKeurst has created Living Life on Purpose to answer this obvious need. It's a Bible study that helps women design a life plan based on seven main principles of the Proverbs 31 woman. Upon completion of this study, a woman will have goals to work toward, action steps to complete, and most importantly, a plan for living their lives on purpose. God's purpose. Some of the most interesting and debated entities in the Bible are the sons of God. In the sixth chapter of the Book of Genesis, I certainly agree they are interesting and the subject of much debate, but I believe they are more than that. I believe who and what they are can have a great effect upon one's understanding of the rest of the Bible. I understand that who and what these entities are is not a salvation issue but it is an extremely important one. The devil is the great deceiver. John 8:44. It is his goal to deceive every man, woman, and child. He can. I believe having the incorrect understanding of these sons of God can make people vulnerable to one of his greatest deceptions. That is why I wrote this book. As I said, this is a hotly debated subject, but I do not think the Bible is unclear about their identity. The issue is well, you'll need to read the book for that. I hope you are blessed by reading it. Video games are big business, generating billions of dollars annually. The long-held stereotype of the gamer as a solitary teen hunched in front of his computer screen for hours is inconsistent with the current makeup of a diverse and vibrant gaming community. The rise of this cultural phenomenon raises a host of questions. Are some games too violent? Do they hurt or help our learning? Do they encourage escapism? How do games portray gender? Such questions have generated lots of talk, but missing from much of the discussion has been a Christian perspective. Kevin Schut, a communications expert and an enthusiastic gamer himself, offers a lively, balanced, and informed Christian evaluation of video games and video game culture. He expertly engages a variety of issues, encouraging readers to consider both the perils and the promise of this major cultural phenomenon. The book includes a foreword by Quentin J. Schultze. Christians resolved to study the Bible more fervently often struggle to grasp the progression of scripture as a whole instead. Encountering various passages each week through unrelated readings, studies, and sermons, but once they see the Bible as a great story, they begin to see how their own lives fit into what God has done and is doing in the world. New Testament scholar J. Scott Duvall and Old Testament expert J. Daniel Hays wrote Living God's Word to help Christians consider how their lives can be integrated into the story of the Bible. Thus enabling them to live faithfully in deep and important ways they survey the entire Bible through broad themes that trace the progression of God's redemptive plan. Each section deals with a certain portion of scripture's story and includes reading, listening, preparation, explanation, summary, observations about theological significance, connections to the great story, and written assignments for further study. These features combined with the authors engaging style make Living God's Word an ideal introductory college text. Sunday school elective or small group study this book offers biblical, theological, and mechanical physics.
scientific perspectives on the subject of divine self revelation and human response to the manifestations of divine presence building from the stories in under god each of the 60 four page readings opens with scripture and then presents a theme including justice mercy and sacrifice among others illustrated in the lives and events of our country's past excerpts from under god are married with deeper biblical exploration of these virtues followed by tips on how they can be put into action in young people's lives today questions for further study and discussion starters facilitate the use of living under god in group settings today everyone is incredibly busy it can be hard to enjoy your spirituality or observe your faith when you have so many demands on your time just accept the fact that religion is important and start to make it a priority you might be confused about your faith you don't have time to make the journey from unknowing to knowing that is ok this book will show you how to make this journey without taking a lot of time or work you might know just what you believe in but you feel separated by god you feel guilty for not following your faith or going to church don't feel guilty just read this book and learn how to slip religion into your daily life without taking too much time also learn how to connect with god in today's modern non religious society while most people neglect spirituality's value you can remain steadfast in your faith stand out from the crowd this book will show you how to stay religious and add spirituality to your life even when society doesn't encourage it this book is an objective guide for all faiths and all dominations you can gain a lot of insight into making your faith a priority and feeling good about your religion you can also strengthen your faith and your spiritual health even with your busy fast paced schedule embrace your faith and start to inject it into your busy daily life using the tips in this guide from those curious or beginning their spiritual journey to those already advanced this book contains information everyone needs to know we tend to question ourselves in moments of confusion disappointment or despair and especially after we've made choices that didn't turn out like we'd hoped the problem is this many are missing some critical information with understanding and application of this information better choices can be made leading to better outcomes extraordinary experiences new levels of awareness and access to life altering wisdom answers to the deepest questions become available equipping people to transform their lives discovering your god self the incredible secrets of your spiritual nature revealed introduces the inner selves which includes the god self everyone has this within it explains the relationship between these vital components and how they can be used consciously to shape one's life and experiences in fact these components are shaping these experiences right now but for most unconsciously wouldn't it be better to have more control over that process to be able to make better choices and create a better life expand the understanding of the god self and it's presence and its desire to help learn to understand connect with and use this unlimited source of creative power to manifest desires and attain inner peace success happiness and authentic love awareness the key to higher consciousness there are five aspects or inner selves inside each of us and they're not always in alignment one in particular the ego self can be a self destructive and sabotaging force but it doesn't have to be that way we have control but sadly many do not fully understand what that means or how to use it awareness is the key to this kingdom read this book and discover the essence and energy of the god self we serve yet he invites us to have a relationship with him what could be more important than knowing this all surpassing god these five easy to use bible studies based on j i packer's bestselling classic knowing god explore the character and actions of god throughout scripture they encourage us to look for god every time we read the bible and to deepen our understanding trust and worship in response in honor of the fiftieth
anniversary of knowing god this edition of the knowing god bible study helps individuals and groups explore and apply biblical truths each session features an insightful quotation by packer matched with a scripture passage reflection questions and application ideas that will equip readers to gain a fuller knowledge of the god we worship a leader s guide and list of suggested resources are also included also available knowing god devotional journal knowing god study guide and knowing god fiftieth anniversary edition perhaps you ve been missing out god has given us five senses and a brain with two sides yet we often approach god in one way only through words that are analyzed and processed logically in our left brain the right brain however is the creative intuitive center the place that connects most to our seeing smelling touching tasting and hearing and that roots experiences in our hearts in transforming ways in awaken your senses longtime ministers beth booram and brent bill invite you to engage your right brain in your faith through sensory spiritual practices that position your heart for divine encounter readings and a variety of exercises that utilize your whole body lead you to experience god in new ways by tasting chocolate words matzoh scripture forgiveness seeing the moon wisdom art glory your best self touching others stones prayers rubble jesus hearing silence music pain footsteps the spirit the news smelling gardenias life salty air home healing oil coffee teaching you to pay attention in love to your surroundings booram and bill will help you open your eyes and ears and nose to a sensuous faith one in which god can be experienced each day as we live and move and have our being so whether you re weary stuck struggling growing or on information overload the exercises and reflections offered here can bring refreshment a cold drink of water a gentle breeze to your soul come experience god with all of who you are and discover more of who he is what does art have to do with faith for many christians paintings films music other forms of art are simply used for wall decoration entertaining distraction or worshipful devotion but what if the arts played a more prominent role in the christian life in discovering god through the arts discover how the arts can be tools for faith building life changing spiritual formation for all christians terry glaspey author of 75 masterpieces every christian should know examines how the arts assist us in prayer and contemplation how the arts help us rediscover a sense of wonder how the arts help us deal with emotions how the arts aid theological reflection and so much more let your faith be enriched and discover how beauty and creativity can draw you nearer to the ultimate creator this book gives you the opportunity to surrender to god s presence and enjoy just being with him find contentment peace and encouragement from practicing spiritual disciplines and learn simple tangible insights into practicing god s presence in everyday life what is the quality of your relationship with god does it seem close personal relevant and deep would you describe it as loving or do you operate at a distance from god unsure about how he really feels about you or uncertain if you want him intimately involved in your life do you love me is an invitation to explore your relationship with god and how it affects your life debbie swindoll draws out god s heart for reconciliation and candidly offers examples from her own spiritual journey this updated edition is designed for individual or group use it is organized to support your weekly discipleship to christ with scriptural meditations discussion questions and experiential activities introduction this is really about that chapter one god wears lipstick chapter two sexy on the inside chapter three angels and animals chapter four leather whips and fruit chapter five she ran into the girls bathroom chapter six worth dying for chapter seven under the chuppah chapter eight johnny and june chapter nine whoopee forever epilogue more balloons please endnotes resources discussion we all know that we were created with a god given purpose yet many believers go through life without a clear sense of what they are specifically called to do discovering your destiny outlines biblical principles for how to walk in your calling using relevant personal illustrations and examples from the bible this practical book will put tools in your hands to help you discover and fulfill your destiny you will learn about how destiny flows out of relationship with god
that god gives to uncover your destiny the different seasons of walking out your
calling how your gifts and passions relate to your purpose the powerful impact of
small steps of obedience obstacles that can derail you from your destiny each
chapter includes questions for reflection or discussion making this book a great
resource for both personal and small group study god nimrod and the world presents
the perspectives of more than two dozen authors on the controversial sport of
hunting surveying the relationship between the blood sport and the salvation
religion of christianity the first half of the book provides sketches of the diverse
interpretations of hunting in hebrew and christian cultures of the last two
millennia finally giving voice to those in the field who are both practitioners and
persons of faith the second half offers prescriptions for the place of hunting in
the life of contemporary christians with perspectives arguing for prohibition to
those contending that hunting has a practical even perfecting place in the life of
faith the contributors who hail from north america and the united kingdom include
biblical scholars theologians philosophers ethicists historians and sociologists as
well as professional athletes celebrity hunters teachers musicians healthcare
professionals and a soldier contributors include walter a abercrombie kenneth bass b
jill carroll steve chapman ralph cianciarulo gregory a clark dale connally michel
dejean alastair j durie joshua p foster michael j gilmour shawn graves bracy v hill
ii tammy koenig nathan kwalsky lisa m lepard stephanie medley rath w e nunally
jase robertson dennis staffelbach jeremy s stirm james a tantillo stephen m
vantassel theodore r vitali c p stephen h webb john b white and daniel witt ostler
steps through the common complaint that mormons aren t christian because they
believe not only in three separate individuals in the godhead but also in the
deification of human beings he demonstrates the clear biblical understanding both in
the precursors of the old testament and the new and reconstructs the hebrew view of
a council of gods presided over by the most high god how god is described today
strikes many as mean primitive backward illogical tribal and at odds with the
frontiers of science at the same time many intuitively feel a sense of reverence and
awe in the world can we find a new way to talk about god pastor and new york times
bestselling author rob bell does here for god what he did for heaven and hell in
love wins he shows how traditional ideas have grown stale and dysfunctional and
reveals a new path for how to return vitality and vibrancy to how we understand god
bell reveals how we got stuck why culture resists certain ways of talking about god
and how we can reconnect with the god who is with us for us and ahead of us pulling
us forward into a better future and ready to help us live life to the fullest have
you considered is a unique devotional which present the evidence for creation from
every area of science 365 different examples of how well science supports a biblical
model for our origins are presented topics range from biology to geology genetics to
botany anatomy to history design to microbiology christian truths to cosmology this
book is marvelously illustrated with over 300 color illustrations it is written in a
style that is appropriate to be read to even young children yet profoundly enjoyable
for adults the book also contains extensive references and includes topical bible
verse and subject indexes it is a phenomenal source for students parents or anyone
wanting to know more about nature or creation nothing in your life is ordinary your
present world isn t supposed to be this small you were made for something much
bigger and no you don t have to be an astronaut or even a star wars fan to live it
finding god in a galaxy far far away is not about space travel or even a movie it s
about rediscovering your sense of wonder something we adults have successfully
squelched from our everyday lives but god never meant it to be that way timothy
jones by way of an astounding eye opening study of the spiritual parallels found in
the star wars saga will make you a kid again you ll be marveling at the mysterious
laughing anew at life s coincidences and remembering above all the creator for which
you were made may the true force be with you remember when star wars first captured
your imagination how your longing for adventure propelled you to distant worlds and
transformed you into a jedi knight faster than you could say luke
this same longing once sparked by john williams's triumphant score and fanned by darth vader's sweeping black cape is your ticket to life's greatest adventure join timothy paul jones on an astounding eye opening exploration of the spiritual themes in the star wars saga and the truth will become clear like young luke skywalker you were also made for more much more rediscover awe revel in the wonder of every moment and pursue all you were meant to be it is your destiny the force is strong with this one i could not recommend it more joshua griffin editor owner theforce.net manager purpose driven youth ministry if you own a lightsaber or a bible you're sure to benefit from reading his book kevin miller author and reviewer hollywoodjesus.com awe some reading that both delights and challenges us a fun and thoughtful book for christians who consider and enjoy popular culture and media robert w pazmino valeria stone professor of christian education andover newton theological school story behind the book the night i first saw star wars from the backseat of my parents ford pinto was the first night i experienced awe it sent me on a quest that continues today there is in every one of us a longing to touch the forever to sense the magnitude of the vastness in which we live this universal longing explains why we ride roller coasters and tell scary stories this universal longing for awe also explains why after nearly thirty years the popularity of the star wars saga shows no sign of subsiding i wrote this book to inspire readers to relish awe and wonder because god did not only create us to long for awe but also to live in it timothy jones after his martyrdom at the hands of the gestapo in 1945 dietrich bonhoeffer continued his witness in the hearts of christians around the world his letters and papers from prison became a prized testimony to christian faith and courage read by thousands now in life together we have pastor bonhoeffer's experience of christian community this story of a unique fellowship in an underground seminary during the nazi years reads like one of paul's letters it gives practical advice on how life together in christ can be sustained in families and groups the role of personal prayer worship in common everyday work and christian service is treated in simple almost biblical words life together is bread for all who are hungry for the real life of christian fellowship will help you break through the superficial generalities to plumb the depths of religious differences and embrace the commonalities living before god invites readers to explore ways to enrich their relationship with god writing in the tradition of brother lawrence and other authors concerned with living intentionally in the presence of god ben campbell johnson outlines several spiritual practices that can help christians deepen their sense of god's presence winner of the 2008 christianity today award of merit in theology ethics the history of god in discovering god award winning sociologist rodney stark presents a monumental history of the origins of the great religions from the stone age to the modern age and wrestles with the central questions of religion and belief adventure is extensively used as a teaching tool throughout the bible in god of adventure bruce dunning proposes 19 principles from the bible that outline the validity core concepts and teaching approaches of christian adventure learning finally a book has been written for adventure learning leaders that is grounded in scripture this well researched and highly readable text will be a valuable resource for christian educators desiring a stronger theological basis for their practice ken kalisch author of the role of the instructor in the outward bound educational process associate professor of outdoor education montreat college adventure learning has long been with us but seldom understood or valued as the powerful tool for learning and personal transformation as this book so clearly shows it to be bruce dunning has crafted a solid biblical treatise for adventure learning with great applications to ministry and personal life it is valuable reading for any youth worker or christian educator who is willing to go beyond the normative approaches to the teaching learning paradigm in helping young people become all that god first created them to be john h wilkinson executive director of toronto yfc i would buy this for the appendix alone stephen j cyphersoutdoor leadership program colorado christian university bruce dunning has been involved in christian camping a lifetime.
life and has worked full time at Medeba Adventure Learning Centre since 1980. Medeba is located in West Guilford, Ontario, Canada, and specializes in Christian adventure learning. Its mission is to use adventure and community to challenge young people to continually say yes to God. Bruce also has extensive experience within the world-wide Christian camping movement. As Christians, we hunger to know and live out God's purpose for our lives, but how do we know for certain which way to go? Which way Lord? aims to help you understand God's direction for your life. Your guide for this journey is Paul, the globe-trotting hero of early Church history. You will gain more than an introductory insight into the background, education, experiences, writing, and theology of this man who changed the world through many detours of adversity and time spent thinking about his life. Paul completely reoriented his understanding of faith and God's purpose for his life. God placed Paul in a community that shared God's love with him and Paul underwent several years of training in his quest to follow Jesus and ultimately follow his call to be a missionary. Like Paul, we encounter many challenges as we try to discover our purpose. This 6-session study helps you unpack your life alongside the life of the Apostle Paul to find your purpose and passion along the way. You'll learn how to discern and follow God's leading, explore ways God can use you and your life experience, follow God's signals when experiencing adversity, respond to times when you can't live out your purpose as you would like, endure hardships and doubts, find ways to persevere with hope and faith. A perfect study series for back to school, the beginning of a new year, Lent, or anytime you need a fresh start. The components of Which Way Lord are a book also available in enlarged print, a companion DVD with 6 video sessions filmed in Turkey, Israel, and Greece, age level guides for children, youth, and adults, and PDFs are online. Join your congregation or small group in a journey to discover that you are created for purpose and equipped to live a life of significance. Demonstrates that God is a loving Father who has a beautiful plan for your life.
Knowing Me, Knowing God

2011-07-01

In Knowing Me, Knowing God Malcolm Goldsmith provides an easy to follow introduction to the Myers Briggs Type Indicator as it pertains to the spiritual life. The heart of this book is a Spirituality Questionnaire and its interpretation in connection to spirituality. The intent of the book is to explore ways in which persons might best open their hearts and minds to God. Knowing Me, Knowing God is a valuable resource for retreat leaders, worship committee members, spiritual directors, prayer group members, and others who are looking for material that help them focus on the needs of their community. The Spirituality Questionnaire is designed for personal completion as an integral part of the total book. It can however be used in small groups to stimulate discussion.

Honest Answers

2020-03-24

P Somewhere between Jesus loves me and high school cynicism, the childlike acceptance of pat answers about faith is lost often forever, but while many parents find this transitional period daunting, they don’t want their kids to leave the Christian faith just because they didn’t get good answers to how prayer works or whether dinosaurs were on Noah’s Ark. P P I Honest Answers is a discussion book to help parents tackle the God questions that make them sweat. This isn’t the place to come for pat answers that will make their kids nod, smile, and disconnect. Janelle Alberts and Ingrid Faro know that when tweens start asking questions they’re already old enough to understand the answers. They’re determined to equip parents with the language, theology, permission, and confidence to join in the discussion and to learn how to offer deeply doctrinal answers in 140 characters or less. The tween years present an incredible opportunity to build trust with kids and to keep them coming back to their parents for answers rather than finding other sources with the tools and conversational tips here. Mom and dad can engage in a hopeful conversation and help their children build a Christian faith to hold them steady through their whole lives.

Falling into Grace

2016-04-01

Jesus was quite clear that we must lose our life before we find it. This book gives a hopeful and realistic look at what losing our life entails. Articulating how growth in the Christian life is not our ascent to God but the process by which our eyes are opened to the beauty God has already given to us. It is a book about descending into God and into our own inner depths about the deep waters of the Christian faith put out into the deep and let your nets down for a catch. Luke 5:4 We live in a world that values productivity and success, and we vainly imagine that God expects us to be spiritually productive and successful. Too it doesn’t matter how much we talk about grace. Our conversation is often narrowly focused on what we need to do for God so much so that we often block the work God longs to do in us. This book does not articulate God’s work as a process by which we become spiritually strong but rather as the process by which we embrace our weakness as the place where we most fully experience God’s perfect strength. 2 Corinthians 12:9
Discovering Our Spiritual Identity

2011-03-17

each chapter in this workbook by trevor hudson is peppered with holy experiments simple practices that bring us into god s presence and help us experience life as his beloved at the end of each chapter is a set of questions which are ideal for discussion with one or two spiritual friends or a small group this practical and winsome book covers topics such as hearing and speaking with god growing in spiritual friendship practicing stewardship of our work and play learning discernment approaching our death and the world beyond living now in the kingdom of god wherever you may find yourself along the way a real and vital spirituality awaits you in these pages

Discovering God's Will

2013-05-16

sinclair ferguson answers this question by showing how gods will is shaped by his ultimate purposes for us it is made known to us through his word at times discovering gods will demands careful thought it may require patience it always demands a right attitude to god himself

The Sonship of Christ

2021-05-17

why is christ called the son of god discover an answer so simple you ll wonder why you never saw it before and so beautiful it ll take your breath away what does the bible mean when it calls jesus the son of god oh no is this gonna be one those boring hairsplitting theological exercises actually no in fact if you will take this little journey with me to its end i assure you the rewards will be rich you may even find yourself deeply moved by the beauty of god s character and awestruck by the utter genius of the biblical narrative even if you find the above question boring at first glance i promise you our time together will not be boring in the least

Taking Steps Toward God

2018-07-09

salvation is the first step in a person s spiritual journey but it is just that the first step a person must not stop there it is the intent of god to see all his children grow into spiritual maturity the process of moving from spiritual infancy to maturity occurs by taking one step after another in the direction of god this journey toward maturity is what the author means by the term spiritual formation it is important for christians to have a guide to help them navigate the path leading to maturity dr hayes clears a path for spiritual sojourners to travel and provides assistance to those who are willing to take the journey not everyone is at the same place in this expedition some people who read this book will be at the very beginning of the journey some will be a little way down the path not everything in this book will be new to the more mature christian but they will make new discoveries if they pay attention to their guide jesus promised christians can live in spiritual abundance this can be achieved if the believer will put one foot in front of the other taking steps toward god will help readers to walk in the right direction
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Your Beautiful Purpose

2013-01-01

popular radio host shows women how to embrace god s unique call for their life listeners to susie larson s radio show and women she meets at events across the country tell her the same thing i want to do something meaningful for god but i don t know what to do or how drawing on her own hard earned experiences larson shows readers how to overcome insecurities busyness and other obstacles in order to focus their gifts and passions on their unique god assignment with biblical insights and inspiring stories from a variety of women this action oriented guide will speak to every woman who has felt a nudge from god from the visionary who wants to end poverty to the empty nest mom who feels called to help the young single mother next door

How to Find God-- and Discover Your True Self in the Process

1998-12-01

here is a storehouse of practical help for believers who dare to look honestly at themselves and to do what it takes to attain the deepest desire of every sincere catholic union with god himself dom hubert van zeller wrote these pages to help modern souls who are striving for holiness to spot dangerous distractions and stay on the path to true knowledge of themselves and of god

Empty Nest, Full Life

2019-08-06

how to thrive after your kids leave home it s happening you weren t always sure you d get here but the kids grew up and are surviving more or less successfully but what now if you re like most moms you re caught between grief and delight and full of questions loose ends hopes and regrets empty nesting can be a disorienting time but it can also be the best time of your life jill savage an empty nest veteran offers you wisdom for the murky waters ahead teaching you what you need to let go of and hold on to encouragement for when you re feeling confused and discouraged full of stories and new insights you ll find your spirits lifted and hope renewed ideas for when you don t know what s next jill offers loads of practical ideas for coping and thriving in this encore season

Calling and Clarity

2015-01-15

young adults often encounter mixed messages about vocation from their families friends and churches on the one hand they are encouraged to look at their gifts and passions to discern their particular calling on the other hand they are told that god may ask something of them that they don t want to do or aren t prepared for the discontinuity between these messages has led to frustration for many seeking to ease that frustration with this book doug koskela carefully distinguishes between missional calling direct calling and general calling koskela clarifies the relationship between gifts passions and vocation even as he offers practical guidance for the process of vocational discernment this is a book for those who want to use their time energy and abilities faithfully as they move with purpose toward
Forward

2020-10-06

usa today and wall street journal best seller no matter your age or current circumstances god wants you to move forward join bestselling author dr david jeremiah in a masterclass on how to live fearlessly and discover that it s never too late to find your purpose beloved bible teacher and bestselling author dr david jeremiah reveals ways for people of any age to live a life that s meaningful and find the presence and purpose of god in your future in forward strong bible teaching coupled with incredible real life stories of people moving forward to a better future will give you practical biblical insight into the what s next in your life learn how god wants to expand your dreams give you divine direction plant within you a life purpose equip you with tools to overcome fear grant you great personal accomplishment find a mission that will outlive your life don t get stuck in your past failures or sins or allow present circumstances to keep you from fulfilling god s purpose for your life let forward be the step by step plan of action you ve needed to move past where you are to where you want to be find joy in pursuing the next steps god has for you and move forward

Living Life on Purpose

2000-10-01

women s lives are more hectic today than ever the demands of child rearing work ministry and marriage can drain women of energy and enthusiasm what they need is order they need a plan for prioritizing what s important and sticking to it lysa terkeurst has created living life on purpose to answer this obvious need it is a bible study that helps women design a life plan based on seven main principles of the proverbs 31 woman upon completion of this study a woman will have goals to work toward action steps to complete and most importantly a plan for living their lives on purpose god s purpose

Unmasking the Sons of GOD

2019-12-07

some of the most interesting and debated entities in the bible are the sons of god in the sixth chapter of the book of genesis i certainly agree they are interesting and the subject of much debate but i believe they are more than that i believe who and what they are can have a great effect upon one s understanding of the rest of the bible i understand that who and what these entities are is not a salvation issue but it is an extremely important one the devil is the great deceiver john 8 44 it is his goal to deceive every man woman and child he can i believe having the incorrect understanding of these sons of god can make people vulnerable to one of his greatest deceptions that is why i wrote this book as i said this is a hotly debated subject but i do not think the bible is unclear about their identity the issue is well you ll need to read the book for that i hope you are blessed by reading it

Of Games and God

2013-01-15

video games are big business generating billions of dollars annually the long held
stereotype of the gamer as a solitary teen hunched in front of his computer screen for hours is inconsistent with the current makeup of a diverse and vibrant gaming community the rise of this cultural phenomenon raises a host of questions are some games too violent do they hurt or help our learning do they encourage escapism how do games portray gender such questions have generated lots of talk but missing from much of the discussion has been a christian perspective kevin schut a communications expert and an enthusiastic gamer himself offers a lively balanced and informed christian evaluation of video games and video game culture he expertly engages a variety of issues encouraging readers to consider both the perils and the promise of this major cultural phenomenon the book includes a foreword by quentin j schultze

Living God's Word

2012-06-19

Christians resolved to study the Bible more fervently often struggle to grasp the progression of Scripture as a whole instead encountering various passages each week through unrelated readings studies and sermons but once they see the Bible as a great story they begin to see how their own lives fit into what God has done and is doing in the world New Testament scholar J Scott Duvall and Old Testament expert J Daniel Hays wrote Living God's Word to help Christians consider how their lives can be integrated into the story of the Bible thus enabling them to live faithfully in deep and important ways they survey the entire Bible through broad themes that trace the progression of God's redemptive plan each section deals with a certain portion of Scripture's story and includes reading listening preparation explanation summary observations about theological significance connections to the great story and written assignments for further study these features combined with the authors engaging style make Living God's Word an ideal introductory college text Sunday school elective or small group study

Exploring the Glory of God

2020-11-15

This book offers biblical theological and scientific perspectives on the subject of divine self-revelation and human response to the manifestations of divine presence

Living Under God

2005-10-01

Building from the stories in Under God each of the 60 four-page readings opens with Scripture and then presents a theme including justice mercy and sacrifice among others illustrated in the lives and events of our country's past excerpts from Under God are married with deeper biblical exploration of these virtues followed by tips on how they can be put into action in young people's lives today questions for further study and discussion starters facilitate the use of Living Under God in group settings

Finding Your God

2017-05-25

Today everyone is incredibly busy it can be hard to enjoy your spirituality or observe your faith when you have so many demands on your time just accept the fact that religion is important and start to make it a priority you might be confused
about your faith you don’t have time to make the journey from unknowing to knowing that is ok this book will show you how to make this journey without taking up a lot of time or work you might know just what you believe in but you feel separated by god you feel guilty for not following your faith or going to church don’t feel guilty just read this book and learn how to slip religion into your daily life without taking too much time also learn how to connect with god in today’s modern non religious society while most people neglect spirituality’s value you can remain steadfast in your faith stand out from the crowd this book will show you how to stay religious and add spirituality to your life even when society doesn’t encourage it this book is an objective guide for all faiths and all dominations you can gain a lot of insight into making your faith a priority and feeling good about your religion you can also strengthen your faith and your spiritual health even with your busy fast paced schedule embrace your faith and start to inject it into your busy daily life using the tips in this guide

**Discovering Your God Self**

2021-08-20

from those curious or beginning their spiritual journey to those already advanced this book contains information everyone needs to know we tend to question ourselves in moments of confusion disappointment or despair and especially after we’ve made choices that didn’t turn out like we’d hoped the problem is this many are missing some critical information with understanding and application of this information better choices can be made leading to better outcomes extraordinary experiences new levels of awareness and access to life altering wisdom answers to the deepest questions become available equipping people to transform their lives discovering your god self the incredible secrets of your spiritual nature revealed introduces the inner selves which includes the god self everyone has this within it explains the relationship between these vital components and how they can be used consciously to shape one’s life and experiences in fact these components are shaping these experiences right now but for most unconsciously wouldn’t it be better to have more control over that process to be able to make better choices and create a better life expand the understanding of the god self and its presence and its desire to help learn to understand connect with and use this unlimited source of creative power to manifest desires and attain inner peace success happiness and authentic love awareness the key to higher consciousness there are five aspects or inner selves inside each of us and they’re not always in alignment one in particular the ego self can be a self destructive and sabotaging force but it doesn’t have to be that way we have control but sadly many do not fully understand what that means or how to use it awareness is the key to this kingdom read this book and discover the essence and energy of the god self we’re all spiritual by nature the five aspects of your spiritual essence how to use these five aspects to make better choices the foundation for creating dreams and desires the source of evil in our world and much more

**Knowing God Bible Study**

2023-10-03

faithful triune beyond comparison triumphant over all these words barely begin to describe the god we serve yet he invites us to have a relationship with him what could be more important than knowing this all surpassing god these five easy to use bible studies based on j i packer’s bestselling classic knowing god explore the character and actions of god throughout scripture they encourage us to look for god every time we read the bible and to deepen our understanding trust and worship in
response in honor of the fiftieth anniversary of knowing god this edition of the knowing god bible study helps individuals and groups explore and apply biblical truths each session features an insightful quotation by packer matched with a scripture passage reflection questions and application ideas that will equip readers to gain a fuller knowledge of the god we worship a leader s guide and list of suggested resources are also included also available knowing god devotional journal knowing god study guide and knowing god fiftieth anniversary edition

**Awaken Your Senses**

2011-12-20

perhaps you’ve been missing out god has given us five senses and a brain with two sides yet we often approach god in one way only through words that are analyzed and processed logically in our left brain the right brain however is the creative intuitive center the place that connects most to our seeing smelling touching tasting and hearing and that roots experiences in our hearts in transforming ways in awaken your senses longtime ministers beth booram and brent bill invite you to engage your right brain in your faith through sensory spiritual practices that position your heart for divine encounter readings and a variety of exercises that utilize your whole body lead you to experience god in new ways by tasting chocolate words matzoh scripture forgiveness seeing the moon wisdom art glory your best self touching others stones prayers rubble jesus hearing silence music pain footsteps the spirit the news smelling gardenias life salty air home healing oil coffee teaching you to pay attention in love to your surroundings booram and bill will help you open your eyes and ears and nose to a sensuous faith one in which god can be experienced each day as we live and move and have our being so whether you’re weary stuck struggling growing or on information overload the exercises and reflections offered here can bring refreshment a cold drink of water a gentle breeze to your soul come experience god with all of who you are and discover more of who he is

**Discovering God Through the Arts**

2021-02-02

what does art have to do with faith for many christians paintings films music and other forms of art are simply used for wall decoration entertaining distraction or worshipful devotion but what if the arts played a more prominent role in the christian life in discovering god through the arts discover how the arts can be tools for faith building life changing spiritual formation for all christians terry glaspey author of 75 masterpieces every christian should know examines how the arts assist us in prayer and contemplation how the arts help us rediscover a sense of wonder how the arts help us deal with emotions how the arts aid theological reflection and so much more let your faith be enriched and discover how beauty and creativity can draw you nearer to the ultimate creator

**Beginning with God**

2010

this book gives you the opportunity to surrender to god’s presence and enjoy just being with him find contentment peace and encouragement from practicing spiritual disciplines and learn simple tangible insights into practicing god’s presence in everyday life
Enjoying the Presence of God

2016-03-11

what is the quality of your relationship with god does it seem close personal relevant and deep would you describe it as loving or do you operate at a distance from god unsure about how he really feels about you or uncertain if you want him intimately involved in your life do you love me is an invitation to explore your relationship with god and how it affects your life debbie swindoll draws out god s heart for reconciliation and candidly offers examples from her own spiritual journey this updated edition is designed for individual or group use it is organized to support your weekly discipleship to christ with scriptural meditations discussion questions and experiential activities

Do You Love Me?

2018-10-30

introduction this is really about that chapter one god wears lipstick chapter two sexy on the inside chapter three angels and animals chapter four leather whips and fruit chapter five she ran into the girls bathroom chapter six worth dying for chapter seven under the chuppah chapter eight johnny and june chapter nine whoopee forever epilogue more balloons please endnotes resources discussion

Sex God

2007

we all know that we were created with a god given purpose yet many believers go through life without a clear sense of what they are specifically called to do discovering your destiny outlines biblical principles for how to walk in your calling using relevant personal illustrations and examples from the bible this practical book will put tools in your hands to help you discover and fulfill your destiny you will learn about how destiny flows out of relationship with god clues that god gives to uncover your destiny the different seasons of walking out your calling how your gifts and passions relate to your purpose the powerful impact of small steps of obedience obstacles that can derail you from your destiny each chapter includes questions for reflection or discussion making this book a great resource for both personal and small group study

Discovering Your Destiny

2016-03-19

god nimrod and the world presents the perspectives of more than two dozen authors on the controversial sport of hunting surveying the relationship between the blood sport and the salvation religion of christianity the first half of the book provides sketches of the diverse interpretations of hunting in hebrew and christian cultures of the last two millennia finally giving voice to those in the field who are both practitioners and persons of faith the second half offers prescriptions for the place of hunting in the life of contemporary christians with perspectives arguing for prohibition to those contending that hunting has a practical even perfecting place in the life of faith the contributors who hail from north america and the united kingdom include biblical scholars theologians philosophers ethicists historians and sociologists as well as professional athletes celebrity hunters teachers musicians healthcare professionals and a soldier contributors include
ostler steps through the common complaint that mormons aren’t christian because they believe not only in three separate individuals in the godhead but also in the deification of human beings he demonstrates the clear biblical understanding both in the precursors of the old testament and the new and reconstructs the hebrew view of a council of gods presided over by the most high god

Exploring Mormon Thought

2008-03

how god is described today strikes many as mean primitive backward illogical tribal and at odds with the frontiers of science at the same time many intuitively feel a sense of reverence and awe in the world can we find a new way to talk about god pastor and new york times bestselling author rob bell does here for god what he did for heaven and hell in love wins he shows how traditional ideas have grown stale and dysfunctional and reveals a new path for how to return vitality and vibrancy to how we understand god bell reveals how we got stuck why culture resists certain ways of talking about god and how we can reconnect with the god who is with us for us and ahead of us pulling us forward into a better future and ready to help us live life to the fullest

What We Talk About When We Talk About God

2014-09-02

have you considered is a unique devotional which present the evidence for creation from every area of science 365 different examples of how well science supports a biblical model for our origins are presented topics range from biology to geology genetics to botany anatomy to history design to microbiology christian truths to cosmology this book is marvelously illustrated with over 300 color illustrations it is written in a style that is appropriate to be read to even young children yet profoundly enjoyable for adults the book also contains extensive references and includes topical bible verse and subject indexes it is a phenomenal source for students parents or anyone wanting to know more about nature or creation

Explore the World

2019

nothing in your life is ordinary your present world isn’t supposed to be this small you were made for something much bigger and no you don’t have to be an astronaut or even a star wars fan to live it finding god in a galaxy far far away is not about space travel or even a movie it’s about rediscovering your sense of wonder something we adults have successfully squelched from our everyday lives but god never meant it to be that way timothy jones by way of an astounding eye opening study of the
spiritual parallels found in the star wars saga will make you a kid again you’ll be marveling at the mysterious laughing anew at life’s coincidences and remembering above all the creator for which you were made may the true force be with you remember when star wars first captured your imagination how your longing for adventure propelled you to distant worlds and transformed you into a jedi knight faster than you could say luke i am your father this same longing once sparked by john williams’s triumphant score and fanned by darth vader’s sweeping black cape is your ticket to life’s greatest adventure join timothy paul jones on an astounding eye opening exploration of the spiritual themes in the star wars saga and the truth will become clear like young luke skywalker you were also made for more much more rediscover awe revel in the wonder of every moment and pursue all you were meant to be it is your destiny the force is strong with this one i could not recommend it more joshua griffin editor owner theforce net manager purpose driven youth ministry if you own a lightsaber or a bible you’re sure to benefit from reading his book kevin miller author and reviewer hollywoodjesus com awe some reading that both delights and challenges us a fun and thoughtful book for christians who consider and enjoy popular culture and media robert w pazmino valeria stone professor of christian education andover newton theological school story behind the book the night i first saw star wars from the backseat of my parents ford pinto was the first night i experienced awe it sent me on a quest that continues today there is in every one of us a longing to touch the forever to sense the magnitude of the vastness in which we live this universal longing explains why we ride roller coasters and tell scary stories this universal longing for awe also explains why after nearly thirty years the popularity of the star wars saga shows no sign of subsiding i wrote this book to inspire readers to relish awe and wonder because god did not only create us to long for awe but also to live in it timothy jones

Finding God in a Galaxy Far, Far Away

2010-06-30

after his martyrdom at the hands of the gestapo in 1945 dietrich bonhoeffer continued his witness in the hearts of christians around the world his letters and papers from prison became a prized testimony to christian faith and courage read by thousands now in life together we have pastor bonhoeffer’s experience of christian community this story of a unique fellowship in an underground seminary during the nazi years reads like one of paul’s letters it gives practical advice on how life together in christ can be sustained in families and groups the role of personal prayer worship in common everyday work and christian service is treated in simple almost biblical words life together is bread for all who are hungry for the real life of christian fellowship

Life Together

1978-10-25

will help you break through the superficial generalities to plumb the depths of religious differences and embrace the commonalities

Talking about God

2010-04

living before god invites readers to explore ways to enrich their relationship with god writing in the tradition of brother lawrence and other authors concerned with living intentionally in the presence of god ben campbell johnson outlines several
Living Before God

2000

Winner of the 2008 Christianity Today Award of Merit in Theology and Ethics. The history of God in Discovering God, award-winning sociologist Rodney Stark presents a monumental history of the origins of the great religions from the Stone Age to the modern age and wrestles with the central questions of religion and belief.

Discovering God

2009-03-17

Adventure is extensively used as a teaching tool throughout the Bible. In God of Adventure, Bruce Dunning proposes 19 principles from the Bible that outline the validity of core concepts and teaching approaches of Christian adventure learning. Finally, a book has been written for adventure learning leaders that is grounded in scripture. This well-researched and highly readable text will be a valuable resource for Christian educators desiring a stronger theological basis for their practice. Ken Kalisch, author of the role of the instructor in the Outward Bound Educational Process, Associate Professor of Outdoor Education, Montreat College, adventure learning has long been with us but seldom understood or valued as the powerful tool for learning and personal transformation. As this book so clearly shows it to be, Bruce Dunning has crafted a solid biblical treatise for adventure learning with great applications to ministry and personal life. It is valuable reading for any youth worker or Christian educator who is willing to go beyond the normative approaches to the teaching-learning paradigm in helping young people become all that God first created them to be.

John H. Wilkinson, Executive Director of Toronto YFC

I would buy this for the appendix alone.

Stephen J. Cyphers, Outdoor Leadership Program, Colorado Christian University

Bruce Dunning has been involved in Christian camping every year of his life and has worked full time at Medeba Adventure Learning Centre since 1980. Medeba is located in West Guilford, Ontario, Canada, and specializes in Christian adventure learning. Its mission is to use adventure and community to challenge young people to continually say yes to God. Bruce also has extensive experience within the worldwide Christian camping movement.

God of Adventure

2012-12

As Christians, we hunger to know and live out God's purpose for our lives. But how do we know for certain which way to go? Which way does God aim to help you understand God's direction for your life? Your guide for this journey is Paul: the globe-trotting hero of early church history. You will gain more than an introductory insight into the background education experiences, writing, and theology of this man who changed the world through many detours adversity and time spent thinking about his life. Paul completely reoriented his understanding of faith and God's purpose for his life, and God placed Paul in a community that shared God's love with him and Paul underwent several years of training in his quest to follow Jesus. And ultimately follow his call to be a missionary like Paul. We encounter many challenges as we try to discover our purpose. This 6-session study helps you unpack your life alongside the life of the Apostle Paul to find your purpose and passion. Along the way, you'll learn how to discern and follow God's leading. Explore ways God can use you and your life experience. Follow God's signals when experiencing adversity. Respond to times when...
you can't live out your purpose as you would like endure hardships and doubts find ways to persevere with hope and faith a perfect study series for back to school the beginning of a new year lent or anytime you need a fresh start the components of which way lord are a book also available in enlarged print a companion dvd with 6 video sessions filmed in turkey israel and greece age level guides for children youth and adults pdfs are on the dvd and posted online join your congregation or small group in a journey to discover that you are created for purpose and equipped to live a life of significance

Which Way, Lord?

2017-08-01

demonstrates that god is a loving father who has a beautiful plan for your life

God Is Not Your Problem

2006